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Oz Vehadar Home-Study Course for Women 
TEST# 29 

Chapter 6 (H)  
 

Name: ……………………………   Started from test #:………. 
Address:…………………………………..  Number of breaks:……….. 
Phone:…………………….    Test due by:……………….. 
 
True or False: 
 
____ 1. A woman or girl must cover the upper sections of the legs and the knees 
must be completely covered. 
 
____ 2. It is enough for a skirt to be just knee-length. 
 
____ 3. Since, running usually infringes on tznius, it is best to refrain from it 
whenever possible. 
 
____ 4. In Rav Moshe Feinstein’s letter, it states, that it is an obligation on each 
and every man to supervise the members of his family that they do not wear 
short garments. 
 
____ 5.  A skirt, which on sitting down must first be pulled forward to cover the 
knees, is considered long enough. 
 
____ 6.  Skirts should extend a tefach (4 inches) below the lowest point of the 
kneecap. 
____7.  If an outfit looks perfect and “tzniusdik” on one woman or girl then 
another woman or girl can rest assured that it will look good on her also. 
 
____8.  When wearing a garment, if a centimeter or half a centimeter of the knee 
can be seen (even if it only occurs sometimes), then the garment is “posul”. 
____9.  The author, Rabbi Pesach Eliyahu Falk writes that it is abhorrent to 
wear something which on first sight looks like a mini-skirt, even though, the 
main skirt is full length. 
 
____10.   It is not necessary for a woman or girl to avoid giving the impression 
that she is copying the latest trend by wearing a garment  which is in the height 
of fashion. 
 

____11.  The upper sections of the legs are governed by a far more stringent 
halacha than the upper sections of the arms that they must be covered and also 
(the shape of them) hidden. 

 
Please return test to:………………………………. 
Material for next test: Chapter 6(I) 
  
Which will be given on:…………………………….. 
To participate in this month’s raffle, please check here.  
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I did this book: with an open book               a closed book   


